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louis xiv of france is said to have been the most handsome man in history. the hunchback of notre dame is a tale about a young nobleman named quasimodo, the titular hunchback of notre dame. the hunchback of notre dame is based on a novel by victor hugo. quasimodo is played by christopher lee, and this movie is about a bell ringer named quasimodo.
quasimodo is born with a body that is not right. he is transformed into a human with a hump on his back. when he tries to complain about it, he is ignored and abused. the hunchback of notre dame (1996) is a disney animated film, based on the classic novel of victor hugo by the same name. it is about the titular hunchback of the cathedral in paris. he is very
poor and lives with his mother. his mother constantly makes fun of him and he considers himself an idiot due to his deformity. at some point, he is ostracized from society. in this movie, he is brought into the spotlight and falls in love with a lovely young woman named esmeralda. esmeralda likes quasimodo's hideous face and is turned off by the bell ringer's

disability. quasimodo is an outcast to most of society. the original book and screenplay of the hunchback of notre dame by victor hugo was published in 1831. his novel has inspired various adaptations such as the play les visiteurs du soir, the ballet la esmeralda, the opera hunchback of notre dame, and the most recent disney film adaptation. the original novel
in french is about a beautiful young girl named esmeralda whose mother is confined to a convent. esmeralda falls in love with a man named quasimodo, but he has an ugly face. the novel also describes how quasimodo is an outcast because of his deformities and is despised in society. the novel describes quasimodo as a "wizard with the hunchback," but the

disney film took this to a deeper level, depicting quasimodo as a romanticized character.
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the hunchback of notre dame is one of those films that doesn't get as much attention as it should. it is a wonderful film, but it gets overshadowed by the chaney sr. version.
this is a disney film, so of course it is good, but the version i have is inferior to the chaney version.i do recommend you watch this film. it's a must for any movie fan. if you

haven't seen it, you really should get to it. it's one of the best disney films ever made. the hunchback of notre dame is a 1996 american musical fantasy comedy film directed
by stephen sommers and written by john whittington. a live action/animation film, it was produced by walt disney pictures and touchstone pictures, with the musical score

composed by alan menken and lyrics written by howard ashman. it is a remake of the 1995 live action film of the same name, which was directed by gary trousdale and kirk
wise and starred richard griffiths and renee zellweger. the film stars vincent cassel, hugh jackman, famke janssen, and cate blanchett. it is based on victor hugo's classic

novel of the same name, with characters and settings from the novel altered for the film. it was a box office success, grossing $272 million worldwide, with $165 million of
that gross coming from the united states.the hunchback of notre dame is the first disney film to be released in 3-d, and the first film to use computer animation. it was

released on may 15, 1996, and received positive reviews from film critics.the original film was a box-office success, grossing over $240 million worldwide, with $154 million
coming from the united states. it was a critical and commercial success, receiving nine academy award nominations. the hunchback of notre dame has since become a

favorite of critics and audiences, who have referred to it as "the disney masterpiece" and "a classic of the highest order". it is one of the highest-grossing animated films of all
time, and is generally considered to be the most successful live-action/animated film ever. it is also one of disney's most profitable films.the film was nominated for the

academy award for best adapted screenplay. the film also won the golden globe award for best original score, the bafta award for best film, and the satellite award for best
original song. it won the 1996 young artist awards for best feature film and best music, song, and lyrics for alan menken and howard ashman.also, the film was featured as

the ninth episode of the second season of the anthology television series mystery science theater 3000. all episodes of the second season of the series were written by
rifftrax, a comedy film riffing podcast with mike and kevin, performed by patton oswalt and bill corbett. a single rifftrax dvd set was released by madacy entertainment on

october 13, 2004, containing all 15 episodes from the series' second season. the film was also the inspiration for the song "he's a hunchback", sung by the english boy band
blue, on their album real in 1998. 5ec8ef588b
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